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Projected slabs: approximation of
perspective projection and error analysis
By A. Vilanova Bartrolı́*, R. Wegenkittl and E. Gröller
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Virtual endoscopy is a promising medical application for volume-rendering techniques
where perspective projection is mandatory. Most of the acceleration techniques for direct
volume rendering use parallel projection. This paper presents an algorithm to approximate
perspective volume rendering using parallel projected slabs. The introduced error due to the
approximation is investigated. An analytical study of the maximum and average error is
made. This method is applied to VolumePro 500. Based on the error analysis, the basic
algorithm is improved. This improvement increases the frame rate, keeping the global
maximum error bounded. The usability of the algorithm is shown through the virtual
endoscopic investigation of various types of medical data sets. Copyright # 2002 John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Introduction
The visualization of medical volume data produced by
3D imaging techniques (e.g., CT and MRI) has been
intensively investigated in the last decades. Its application to daily medical care can highly improve the
quality of current medical procedures.
Virtual endoscopy is an application which deals with
the exploration of hollow organs and anatomical cavities
using volume data. Virtual endoscopy has the potential
of being used as a non-invasive diagnostic technique.
Several virtual endoscopy systems have been proposed.1–3 These systems are basically concerned with
two visualization techniques: surface rendering and
direct volume rendering. Surface rendering leads to a
reduction of the data information from 3D (volume) to
2D (surfaces). This incurs a loss of information and
accuracy while requiring surface extraction as a preprocessing step. On the other hand, the advantage
is that common graphics hardware can be used to
accelerate the rendering step.
Direct volume rendering uses the 3D information and projects it onto a 2D image plane (e.g., with
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ray-casting4). It has the disadvantage that projection
algorithms are computationally expensive. This paper
concentrates on direct volume-rendering techniques
which require no preprocessing and achieve a higher
accuracy.
There are several software5–7 and hardware8,9 acceleration techniques to improve the frame rate of direct
volume rendering. The software-accelerated techniques
usually need additional data storage and preprocessing.
3D texture mapping8 is the most often used hardware acceleration technique. This method achieves
interactive frame rates on an SGI Reality Engine, but
it is difficult to incorporate this technique into a desktop machine like a PC. The basic method does not
support the possibility to estimate gradients which is
required to employ lighting models like the Phong
model with diffuse and specular lighting effects. However, several approaches to overcoming this problem
have been proposed.10
The VolumePro board9 is a hardware implementation of ray-casting using shear-warp factorization.6 It
provides real-time rendering with compositing, classification with densitybased transfer functions and
Phong shading. One of the main drawbacks of this
board, with regard to usage in virtual endoscopy, is
that it does not produce perspective projection. For
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outside views, parallel projection gives good results
but for inside views (e.g., endoscopic views), perspective projection is mandatory to provide a correct depth
impression.
In this paper, a method to approximate perspective
projection from several parallel projected slabs, similar
to slicing8 and to the slab subdivision,11 is presented.
An error estimation of the approximation is studied.
An analysis of the error bounds and average error is
given. Furthermore an improvement in the performance of the initial algorithm by using the error estimation is described. Finally, a study using several
clinical data sets and performance issues is discussed.
The presented algorithm is not only restricted to the
VolumePro application. More generally, the concept can
be applied wherever perspective projection is used.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the perspective approximation using
the projected-slabs algorithm.
rendering frame rate is decreasing in the order of the
number of slabs that are needed for the perspective
approximation. Furthermore, there is an overhead due
to the blending of the slabs.
Given the view position and the viewing direction,
the slabs are numbered using the distance to the viewpoint in the following way (see Figure 1):

Projected-Slabs Algorithm
The VolumePro 500 system is able to produce highquality volume renderings of about 30 frames per
second for a 256 cubic-size volume data.
The VolumePro technology implements a shearwarp algorithm6 in hardware. It renders the baseplane image and the 2D warp operation is done using
common graphics hardware.
The basic idea of the presented algorithm, called the
projected-slabs algorithm, is as follows: generate a perspective rendering of the entire 3D data set, approximated by consecutive parallel projections of slabs of
the volume data (see Figure 1). A slab is part of the
volume data in two cutting planes which are orthogonal to the viewing direction. The thickness of a slab is
selected such that the difference between a parallel
projection and a perspective projection of the volume
data contained within a slab is tolerable (i.e. below a
certain error threshold). Using the cutting plane feature
of the VolumePro system, each slab is rendered using
parallel projection. The resulting base-plane image of
an individual slab is then warped and transformed
according to the perspective parameters of the defined
camera.
All the images, one per slab, are finally blended to
obtain the image of the entire data set. Figure 2 illustrates which data values are accumulated along a
viewing ray with the projected-slabs methods compared to the correct perspective solution.
This algorithm uses an entire VolumePro 500 rendering cycle for every rendered slab and therefore the

dj ~d0 z

j{1
X

Dzi

ð1Þ

i~0

where ji1 and d0 is the distance from the viewpoint to
the front plane of the first slab, and Dzi is the thickness
of the slab which starts at distance di.
If Dzi is a constant value smaller than a voxel size for
all the slabs, it is intuitive to see that the result
produces good-quality perspective rendering. On the
other hand, it also produces an intolerably high
number of slabs and consequently decreases the
frame rate. So the thickness of the slabs must be set to
a value larger than one voxel size to obtain a reasonable performance.
Since we are approximating perspective projection, it
is important to be able to evaluate the error produced
due to this approximation.

Error Estimation of the
Projected-Slabs Algorithm
In this section, we study the error that results from the
use of parallel projected slabs to produce the perspective view.
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Figure 2. Accumulated values in a correct perspective projection as compared to the projected-slabs algorithm.
arbitrary projection plane. If d=dimg then the projection
plane is the image plane. The parallel transformation to
image coordinates is simply the transformation of the
Z-coordinate to the projection plane position d. It can
be expressed by the matrix:
2
3
1 0 0 0
60 1 0 07
6
7
Mparal ~6
7
40 0 0 05

The basic error is that the sample points are
projected to the wrong position in the image plane,
and therefore they are accumulated to the wrong ray.
Based on that, the error estimation is defined as the
distance in the image plane between the correct perspectively projected point and the point produced by
the projected-slabs algorithm.
In the rendering pipeline, the difference between
parallel and perspective projection appears after the
world coordinates have been transformed to view
coordinates. To transform from view coordinates to
image plane coordinates, the appropriate projection
matrix is used. For simplicity and a more intuitive
explanation, we assume a left-handed camera system
(see Figure 1) where the viewpoint is in the origin of
the view coordinates. The image plane is orthogonal to
the Z-direction and located at a distance dimg from the
viewpoint.
We define a point Pv=(Xv,Yv,Zv) as a point resulting
from applying a view-coordinate transformation to an
arbitrary point in world coordinates.
The perspective projection matrix for a left-handed
camera system, supposing left accumulation matrix
notation, is:
2
3
1 0 0 0
60 1 0 07
6
7
Mpersp ~6
7
4 0 0 1 1d 5

0 0

d 1

If these transformations are applied to Pv we obtain the
following equalities (Ph are points expressed in homogeneous coordinates).


Zv
h
h
Ppersp ~ Pv Mpersp ~ Xv ,Yv ,Zv ,
d
h

h

Pparal ~ Pv Mparal ~½Xv ,Yv ,d,1
h
h
and Pparal
are transformed to the 2D
The points Ppersp
projection plane coordinate system. This coordinate
system is defined with the same X and Y-directions as
the view coordinate system. The projection plane origin
h
corresponds to [0,0,d] in view coordinates. Then, Ppersp
h
corresponds to Ppersp and Pparal corresponds to Pparal,
with:
d
Ppersp ~ ½Xv ,Yv 
Zv

Pparal ~½Xv ,Yv 

0 0 0 0

Error ep is defined as the distance between the

where d is the distance from the viewpoint to an
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perspective, Ppersp, and parallel, Pparal, projection of a
point Pv:




  d


{1
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X
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ep ~Ppersp {Pparal ~
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 Zv

where dimg represents the distance between the image
plane and the viewpoint.
The point Pv can be expressed as follows:

Zv can be expressed by Zv=d+Dzv. Then we derive:
 




  Dzv
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~
{1
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X
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v
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 dzDz
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Pv ~

where { Dz2 i ƒDzv < Dz2 i :
Simplifying the previous equation results in:
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The error, eimgi , is defined for any point within a slab i.
A point is defined by three coordinates, and therefore
the average error, ei , within a slab i is defined by a
triple integral, one for each coordinate.

Dzv

||Xp,Yp||

…

2

In this section, we study the average error produced
due to the projected-slab approximation. The average
error within a slab corresponds to the average value of
the function eimgi as given by equation (6).
Given a function f(x) that is continuous in an interval
[a,b], the average value of the function, f (x), is defined
by:
Ðb
f (x)dx
f (x)~ a
b{a

esi

eimgi

di z

Average Error

(di +(Dzi/2)-Dzv)
dimg
Slab Image

]

ð5Þ

where { Dz2 i ƒDzv < Dz2 i :
Equation (6) gives the distance between the projection of a point using perspective projection and its
projection using projected-slab algorithm for points
within a slab i. In the next sections, an exact analysis is
done to find out the maximum and average error.

where { Dz2 i ƒDzv < Dz2 i .
Equation (3) gives a distance in the slab image plane.
However, we are interested in this distance projected
into the image plane. Therefore, we project esi to the
image plane and get eimgi:

p


zv 
 Xp ,Yp ,dimg
dimg

where Pp=[Xp,Yp,dimg] is the perspective projection of
the point Pv on the image plane.
Combining equation (4) together with (5), it follows:


!
!
d z Dzi zDz 

 d

Dzv
img
v 
 i


2
eimgi ~

 Xp ,Yp 


 di z Dzi zDzv  di z Dzi 
d
img
2
2

wherex‘jDzvj‘.
Equation (2) represents the distance between a
parallel projection and perspective projection of a
point on a projection plane situated at a distance d
from the viewpoint.
In the projected-slabs algorithm, for each slab i the
points within the slab are parallel projected to the slab
image plane. The slab image plane is situated in the
middle of the slab, at distance di z Dz2 i from the viewpoint (see Figure 3).
We define esi as the distance between the parallel
projection and the perspective projection of a point on
the slab image plane. Using equation (2) and
d~di z Dz2 i , it follows:

!


Dzv


esi ~
ð3Þ
k½X ,Y k
 di z Dzi zDzv  v v
2

Pv = [X ,Y ,d
Pp = [X ,Y ,d

ð4Þ

…

4
ei ~

Figure 3. Illustration of the error estimation.
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where [Xc,Yc] corresponds to the corners of the image
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the error or distance in the image plane between the
projected-slabs algorithm and the correct perspective
projection of a point Pv situated in the slab i. The point
is situated at a distance Dzv from the slab image plane
and its perspective projection to the image plane gives
[Xp,Yp]. From equation (6), we can deduce several
properties:

quadrilateral defined by the intersection of the frustum
and the image plane.
Developing the inner integral, we obtain the following equation:
Dzi
2 A
ei ~
ð7Þ
2 di z Dz2 i Xc Yc
where
A~

Y
ðc Xðc



 Xp ,Yp dXp dYp

1. The error eimgi is proportional to ,[Xp,Yp],, the
distance of Pp to the origin of the image plane.
2. Y[Xp,Yp]: |Dzv|p0)eimgip0. This behavior has
already been intuitively described in the section on
‘Projected-Slabs Algorithm’. Furthermore, it means
that for points on the slab image plane the error is 0.
3. The error value increases, if |Dzv| increases.
4. For fixed ,[Xp,Yp],, if di increases, then the variation in eimgi due to the changes in |Dzv| decreases.

ð8Þ

0 0

Solving the integrals in equation (8) we obtain:
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
1
1
A~ Xc Yc Xc2 zY2c { Xc3 lnðXc Þ{ (Yc )3 lnðYc Þ
3 
6
6
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 3
1 3
2
2
z Yc ln Xc z Xc zYc z Xc ln Yc z Xc2 zY2c
6
6

The minimum error or lower bound is 0, this is when
,[Xp,Yp],=0 (i.e., the distance of Pp to the image plane
origin is 0), and when the points are in the slab image
plane (see property 2). Further, we will concentrated
on finding the maximum error or upper bound for all
values of eimgi.
Due to property 3, it is clear that eimgi is maximal
when jDzv j~ Dz2 i , i.e., when the point Pv is situated on
the front or back plane of the slab.
Due to property 1, it is clear that the upper bound
value of eimgi within slab i occurs when the highest
value of ,[Xp,Yp], is reached. That implies that [Xp,Yp]
can be fixed to the farthest point from the origin of the
image plane that contributes to the final image (i.e.,
[Xc,Yc]). Therefore, we define e imax as the maximum
error in the final image inferred by slab i:
!

In order to simplify this equation we assume that our
images are squares, which is usually the case. This
means that Xc=Yc=D, and therefore equation (9) can
be simplified to:
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
2
2 3 2 3
D  D ln(D)z D3 ln 1z 2 D
A~
6
6
3
pﬃﬃﬃ !
pﬃﬃﬃ
2zln 1z 2
(9)
~
D3
3
If this result is combined with equation (7), then the
average error within a slab is expressed by:
pﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃ 
2zlnð1z 2Þ
D3
( Dz2 i )
3
ei ~
2(di z Dz2 i )D2
! pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
Dzi
2zln 1z 2
2
~
D
ð10Þ
6
di z Dz2 i

emax
~
i

This equation gives the average error for the points
within a slab. The global average error, ē, for all the
points that are projected to the image plane is:

di z Dz2 i

k½Xc ,Yc k

ð12Þ

The maximum error in the final image is the maximum
value of eimax for any slab i.



i§0
ð13Þ
emax ~max emax
i

n{1
P

Dzi Xc Yc ei
e~ i~0
n{1
P
Dzi Xc Yc

Dzi
2

Due to property 4 we see that if Dzi is a constant for all
i, then every slab has a different eimax and its value
decreases when di increases. So, the maximal error
produced in the final blended image corresponds to
the maximal error of the first slab, emax=e0max.
In the section on ‘Error-Induced Variation of Slab
Thickness’ we use the previous observations to optimize the projected-slabs algorithm, without increasing
the maximal error value emax produced in the final
image.

ð11Þ

i~0

where n is the number of slabs.

Maximum Error
In this section, we bound the error produced by the
projected-slab algorithm. The value of eimgi represents
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(16), the slab thickness will increase with the value of
di. So, fewer slabs are needed and therefore the frame
rate is higher.
Apart from the DistanceError, equation (16) also
depends on the camera characteristics: [Xc,Yc] is
specified by the intersection of the frustum and the
image plane. Dzi just needs to be computed when the
camera characteristics, the DistanceError or the first slab
distance d0 are modified. In the case of a square
projection image and using equation (15), we deduce
that when fixing a maximum error DistanceError, we
are also defining an average error which is 27% of the
DistanceError. This average error is constant and the
same for each slab, and therefore the global average
error for the complete image (see equation 11) is also
27% of the maximum error.
The presented result, obtained using mathematical
derivation, illustrates the fact that in perspective
projection objects far away are projected smaller to
the image plane. This intuitive idea has been already
used in other adaptive approaches.5,11,12
DistanceError is a parameter of the algorithm. The
estimation of the error tolerance (i.e. DistanceError)
depends on the volume data to visualize. To illustrate
this, we study one of the worst cases for the projectedslabs algorithm. This case occurs when the camera is in
the center of a straight tube and the camera is pointing
in the direction of the tube axis.
In parallel projection, a ring with the tube thickness
would be projected to the image plane. If the projectedslabs algorithm is used, a ring with the tube thickness
for any slab will be projected. If the tube has a small
thickness (see Figure 4(a)), it looks like several concentric rings, giving the impression of having different
objects. This is because the specified error tolerance is
larger than the projected thickness of the tube. Therefore we see the tube as a discontinuous surface. If the
DistanceError is decreased to a value that approximates
the projection of the thickness in the image plane, a
better result is obtained (see Figure 4(b)).

Average vs. Maximum Error
In this section, we compare the average and maximal
error. For simplicity, we suppose that our image planes
are squares (i.e., Xc=Yc=D) then:
!
Dzi
pﬃﬃﬃ
max
2
ei ~
2D
ð14Þ
Dzi
di z 2
Comparing the maximum error with the average error
(see equation 10) for square images, we obtain the
following:
pﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃ
2zlnð1z 2Þ
ei
p6ﬃﬃﬃ
~0:2705
ð15Þ
~
emax
2
i
For each slab the average error is approximately a 27%
of the maximum error (i.e., ēi=0.2705eimax).

Error-Induced Variation of
Slab Thickness
In the previous section, it has been observed that
the maximum and average error for slab i due to the
projected-slabs algorithm, eimax and ei, depend on the
distance of the slab to the viewpoint and on the slab
thickness.
From property 4 in the ‘Maximum Error’ section and
equation (13), it can be deduced that slabs further
away from the viewpoint may have a greater thickness
than slabs closer to the viewpoint, keeping the same
maximum image error emax.
In this section, we present the criterion for selecting
the slab thickness depending on the distance to the
viewpoint, the camera characteristics and the maximum error. The rule is to have as few slabs as possible
while keeping the error tolerance unchanged. Using
equation (12), Dzi can be isolated in the following way:


emax
di
i
Dzi ~2 
ð16Þ
k½Xc ,Yc k{ emax
i
The eimax is set to a constant value DistanceError, for all
the slabs. We defined the incremental slab thickness
algorithm using equations (16) and (1). The thickness
of the slabs is defined in an iterative way, assuring that
the error will be kept smaller than the defined value
DistanceError. As was mentioned in the ‘ProjectedSlabs Algorithm’ section, the projected-slabs algorithm
decreases the frame rate if the number of slabs
increases. Calculating the thickness using equation

Results
In this section, we present some timings and the
evaluation realized for three types of data sets. The
calculation times were obtained by executing the
algorithm on a 400 MHz Pentium II. The performance
of the algorithm presented in this article basically
depends on the time necessary for the VolumePro 500
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. An illustration of the error tolerance behavior. Two endoscopic views using the projected-slabs algorithm of a
voxelized tube are shown together with the corresponding outside view with the slab image planes. The error tolerance is
different for each endoscopic view: (a) DistanceError=5% of the image size; (b) DistanceError=2% of the image size.
different maximal errors are shown in Figure 5. The CT
was acquired from a corpse. After the scanning, a real
bronchoscopy was performed. Figure 5 compares the
results of the projectedslabs approach with the real
endoscopic view from a similar camera position. It can
be observed that the difference between incremental
slab thickness (Figure 5a) and the constant slab thickness (Figure 5b) can be neglected. Numerical results
are given in Table 1.
The second data set is a CT volume data of a trachea
with a resolution of 205r83r105. Figure 6 contains
the images produced with different opacities for the
walls of the trachea. The times are presented in Table 2.
It can be observed that it is necessary to change the
opacity of the trachea walls interactively, since it is
difficult to recognize the structure of the trachea when
it is semitransparent.

board to render a slab, and on the time for warping
and blending. We provide timings relative to the times
that can be achieved on a rendering cycle: time needed
for the VolumePro 500 to render the volume once. A
rendering cycle consists of the rendering of one slab
using the VolumPro 500 board and the warping of the
resulting base-plane image. The speed and quality of
the warping and blending steps depend on the graphics hardware used.
In Tables I–III, the first column denotes the maximal
error expressed as a percentage of the image size, the
second column gives the average error, the third gives
the number of slabs used, the forth column represents
the frame rate and the last column denotes the slowdown compared with the time of one rendering cycle.
The first dataset is a CT scan of a trachea of size
292r136r114. The results of this visualization with

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. Visualization of the CT trachea data set of a corpse compared to a real endoscopic view: (a) projected-slabs algorithm
with incremental slab thickness (37 slabs); (b) projected-slabs algorithm with constant slab thickness equal to one voxel
distance (162 slabs); (c) real bronchoscopy snapshot.
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emax

ē

# slabs

f.p.s.

Slow-down
factor

2.5%
0%

0.675%
0%

37
162

0.4
0.093

40.32
173.40

ē

# slabs

f.p.s.

Slow-down
factor

4%

1.028%

21

0.94

22.6

Table 2. CT of a trachea using transparency.
One rendering cycle takes 47 ms

Table 1. Times for the CT trachea of the
corpse. One rendering cycle takes 65 ms. The
error in the second row is 0% since a constant
slab thickness of 1 voxel size per slab has been
defined

Conclusions and Future Work
An approach to produce perspective projection views
using parallel volume rendering techniques (i.e.,
projected-slabs algorithm) has been presented. The
algorithm uses consecutive parallel projected slabs of
the volume. The error produced due to the approximation of perspective projection is investigated. The error
bounds and average error are analyzed. Besides, based
on the error studies, we introduce a criterion to vary
the thickness of the slab and therefore to improve the
algorithm performance. The usability of the algorithm
has been tested using perspective views for virtual
endoscopy in a common desktop machine using the
VolumePro 500 system.
As future work, the algorithm can be speeded up by
using the new version of VolumePro: VolumePro 1000.
In the projected-slabs algorithm, VolumePro 500 processes the entire volume for every slab, although just a
small portion of it contributes to the final image.
VolumePro 1000, instead of rendering the entire
volume, just processes the voxels that contribute to
the final image. The projected-slabs algorithm may
take advantage of this, and it could considerably
improve its performance.

The third data set of size 198r115r100 is a portion
of a Spiral CT of a colon. In Figure 7, a comparison
between the projected-slabs technique and brute force
volume rendering is presented. For the projected-slabs
technique results are presented for both a constant and
an incremental slab thickness.The times and frame
rates are given in Table 3. We have observed that structures which are wide cavities produce good results
since the firstly projected voxels fill a smaller image
plane area and aliasing affects the performance of the
algorithm less.
We have experienced that around 30 slabs are
sufficient for the visualizations. As has been mentioned
in the section on ‘Error-Induced Variation of Slab
Thickness’, the projected-slabs algorithm is an approximation which depends on the characteristics of the
structure to visualize. This incurs that depending on
the structure and the parameters of the visualization,
some artifacts may appear. For example, the transition
between planes can be observed in some cases where
the visualization parameters are not adequate.

(a)

emax

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. CT trachea data set rendered with different transfer functions. From left to right, from opaque to transparent trachea
walls, for the same camera position.
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 7. Spiral CT colon data set visualization: (a) projected-slabs algorithm with incremental slabs thickness (28 slabs); (b)
projected-slabs algorithm with constant slab thickness and with the maximal error equal to (a) (179 slabs); (c) brute force raycasting algorithm.
their collaboration and for providing the data used in this
paper.

An investigation of how to automate the estimation
of the parameters of the algorithm (e.g., the error
tolerance) is another topic for future work.
A study of other uses of the presented error
estimation algorithm should be performed. More
generally, the algorithm subdivides view space into
slabs, such that within the slabs approximated but
faster operations are possible. In our case, parallel
projection is used to approximate the perspective view.
The concept could also be applied to other algorithms
where perspective projection is used.
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